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Immortal Romance Slot Review. The Immortal Romance slot is undeniably one of the best Microgaming
slots around. Using the same mechanics as Thunderstruck II, this dark tale of love and intrigue will charm
you and hurt you. But in a good way. We love the original online Immortal Romance mobile slot , so we
were incredibly excited to see it become an HTML5 slot in January 2017. We don’t have to give this

mobile slot any leeway. Still, when you open up this casino game, you’ll find every detail from the online
video slot transferred onto your handheld screen, thanks to Microgaming remastering the animations,
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sounds, and graphics in 2020. And we mean every detail, from the beautiful eery music to the glowing
rays of light in the corner of the screen, the stunning painted symbols, and the story videos that unlock as
you play. It’s the same slot machine but better. Available to play on your Android phone and tablet or iOS

device. The Immortal Romance slot free spins are action-packed. The base game doesn’t have many
bonus features, but that’s not to say that the Immortal Romance slot doesn’t have a few nice touches.

Firstly you get 243 ways to win, making it easy to see where the wins are coming from. Second, you get
a wild symbol that doubles all the wins when it’s part of a way to win. But the reason you play is to get one
of the 4 different free spins bonus features. The first time you trigger the free spins, you’ll only be able to

play the Amber Bonus. After you unlock it 5 times, you’ll get the next feature. Amber: 10 free spins with 5x
multiplier Troy: 15 free spins with random multipliers Micheal: 10 free spins with avalanching reels Sarah:

25 free spins with spreading wilds. As you unlock these free spins, you’ll also unlock storylines. But the
real question is, which one is the best? You can’t beat the girls in our book – Amber and Sarah have the

best wins. Can you unlock the mystery in this Immortal Romance slot? Needless to say, the story is
compelling, the graphics are beautiful, and the gameplay is flawless. The story of Amber, Troy, Michael,
and Sarah navigating the tricky waters of supernatural love is a theme everyone can enjoy. Because not

everything is as it seems, and the ones who you believe to be bad news get the tables turned on them for
a far darker purpose… But mainly because the Immortal Romance max win is 12,000x your bet , you

have a good betting range and a high 96.86% RTP . There’s a reason this remains one of
Microgaming’s most popular slots. Screenshots. Immortal Romance slot stats. Mobile Slot released

January 2017 Slot type Video Slot Software Microgaming Jackpot amount 3,645,000 Coins Slot reels /
paylines 5 Reels / 243 Paylines House edge / RTP 3.14% / 96.86% Slot volatility High Coins range 0.01

- 0.02 Min/Max bet 0.30 / 30 Max win 12,000x your bet Free spins 25 Free Spins / Varying Multipliers
Bonus rounds 5 Free Spin Bonus Rounds Slot Themes Halloween. Grand Mondial casino provides you
with Microgaming slots and their exclusive Studios games. Play Mega Moolah Jackpots with your bonus
and enjoy the whole collection of real money slot machines from Microgaming. Try Grand Mondial Grand

Mondial Review. In-game bonus features. Wild Symbol: The Immortal Romance slot logo is the wild
symbol and substitutes all other symbols except the scatter. Better yet, it doubles all the wins when used.
Wild Desire: A random bonus feature that gives you one extra spin with random wild reels (potentially up
to five, but expect one or two). It rarely hits, but it is a nice added feature when it does. The Chamber of
Spins: Enter the chamber of spins when you get three or more golden lion scatter symbols anywhere on
the reels. This will give you access to the four characters. First, you'll open up Amber, then Troy, followed
by Micheal, and finally Sarah. Each time you open it up, you unlock new storylines. Enter five times, and

you unlock a new character and feature. Once you've unlocked all the chambers, you can swap and
change between whichever one you like. If you get 2, 3, 4, or 5 scatters during the bonus feature; you'll

get 1, 2, 3, or 4 free spins, respectively. Amber Free Spins Feature: The witch and best friend to Sarah
is the first storyline you unlock, giving you 10 free spins with 5x multipliers. She'll stop at nothing to

protect her best friend, even if it means butting heads with the intriguing Troy. Troy Free Spins Feature:
This playboy 200-year-old aristocratic vampire came to check in on his master Michael and now can't
leave until he solves the mystery of Michael's passionate love for Sarah. Wild and unpredictable, he'll
give you 15 free spins when you unlock his feature and random multipliers on the reels. Michael Free

Spins Feature: This 800-year-old vampire has lived so long on the fringe of society he barely remembers
how to be human. until he meets Sarah. Their scholarly interest might have brought them together, but his
pure and unconditional love for a human woman will give you 20 free spins and rolling reels. The symbols
will disappear from the screen, tumbling down more symbols for bigger wins. Sarah Free Spins Feature:

This brilliant scientist will stop at nothing to make her name in the scientific community. But will her
decisions lead her to heartbreak or. worse? She won't have time to think about the consequences of her
actions as her 25 free spins come with the wild vines, which replicate across the reels giving you more

wilds and bigger wins. Pros. 4 free spins bonuses to unlock High 12,000x stake max win Great vampire
slot theme High 96.86% RTP. Cons. Unlocking all free spins bonuses takes time. Immortal Romance
Review Conclusion. Quite simply, the Immortal Romance mobile slot game is worth taking for a spin.

With wonderful mechanics, beautiful graphics, an intriguing developing storyline, and big payouts, you'll
be hooked and want to unlock all the features and discover the variety of free spin rounds. The in-game
jackpot is particularly enticing with a huge 12,000x your bet and the minimum bet is 0.30 up to a decent

max bet of 30.00 in cash. It's not a high-limit slot, but considering those big wins, we can give this a
break. Ready To Start Spinning? Play Immortal Romance Slot at one of our best slot sites. Review by

Lucky Mobile Slots , last updated: November 2, 2022 - Rating 5. Like what you've read? Let the cat out



of the bag. Microgaming Immortal Romance Slot Review FAQs. How volatile is this slot game? The
Immortal Romance slot volatility is set at high, which means you'll have to wait for wins to come but when

they do they tend to be bigger with a big max win. What is the Immortal Romance slot RTP? The
theoretical Immortal Romance RTP is 96.86% which is above average for many online and mobile slots.

Can I free play Immortal Romance on mobile and online? You can play Immortal Romance for free at
many good Microgaming casino sites, you might just have to sign up or login to the casino depending on
your country of residents. Are there Immortal Romance Free Spins Bonuses? Yes, there's 4 free spins

bonus features in this game, the more times you trigger the free spins the more choice you get with each
one of the four unlocking after a certain amount of triggers. each one offers different amount of free spins
with different features like Cascading Reels, Wilds and Multipliers. What is the biggest win on a single

spin? The most you can win on a single spin is 12,000x your total bet, which at minimum bet of 0.30 per
spin is 3,600 in cash and is 360,000 in cash at a max bet of 30. 
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